BRING:

* A CARDBOARD BOX WITH A MINIMUM DIMENSION OF 13" X 13" X 13" (IDEALLY BETWEEN 16" X 16" X 16" AND 20" X 20" X 20")
* HEAVY DUTY TIN FOIL
* GLUE (NONTOXIC WATERBASED)
* EXACTO KNIFE, BOX CUTTER, RAZOR
* LARGE RULER OR STRAIGHTEDGE
* 2" PAINT BRUSH
* PENCIL OR PEN OR MARKER
* 2 MASON JARS

DIRECTIONS:

ELYSIAN FIELDS:
FOLLOW SIGNS TO GRACE E. SIMMONS LODGE. FROM STADIUM WAY, TAKE RIGHT (DIRECTLY ACROSS GRACE E. SIMMONS ENTRANCE) ONTO STREET WITH NORTHEAST LITTLE LEAGUE SIGN. FOLLOW WINDING ROAD UP & PAST ANGEL'S POINT. MAKE RIGHT INTO ELYSIAN FIELDS. TAKE FIRST RIGHT AT FORK IN THE PARKING LOT ROAD. PASS PICNIC TABLES ON LEFT. PARK IN FRONT OF THE PLAYGROUND AT THE TURNAROUND. WALK THROUGH PIRATE SHIP PLAYGROUND AND PICNIC TABLES TO THE EDGE OF THE LOOKOUT POINT. WE WILL MEET AT THE POINT OVERLOOKING LOS ANGELES AND CHAVEZ RAVINE.

LEARN

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SOLAR OVEN

THE SIMPLE SCIENCE BEHIND SOLAR COOKING

PRACTICAL RECIPES

DECEMBER 12, 2010
11:00AM-2:00PM

EPMoA
The Elysian Park Museum of Art
*IDEAL FOR PICNICS AND CAMPING
*PORTABLE & LIGHTWEIGHT
*ENJOY OUTDOOR COOKING
*SAVE ENERGY AND MONEY
*IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
*KEEP YOUR KITCHEN COOL IN THE SUMMER
*GOOD FOR THOSE TRANSITIONING OFF RAW FOODS
*THROW YOUR CROC-POTS IN THE TRASH!
&
*GREAT FOR EARTHQUAKES